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1

H1 and DPHEP
●

H1 was an experiment on the HERA lepton-proton collider
at DESY, Hamburg
○
○

●

Signiﬁcant involvement in the formative years of the DPHEP
Study Group and the six workshops 2009-2012
○

●

Data taking in the years 1992-2007, 1 billion ep collisions
Represents a unique dataset in high energy physics

Editorial contributions to blueprint publication at CHEP 2012,
including the now universally adopted “preservation levels”

In order to have meaningful and full access to the data, the
software must also be considered; H1 adopted a “level 4”
preservation model:
○
○

Preserve not only analysis level data, but also reconstruction
and simulation software as well as the basic level data
Retain the full ﬂexibility and potential of the experimental data

Study Group for Data Preservation and
Long Term Analysis in High Energy Physics
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H1 data and software stack
●

The H1 data themselves are, as we suspected in 2009,
not going to be the problem by today’s standards
○
○

Total RAW data: 75TB; DST: 20TB; Analysis “H1OO”: 4TB
Considering other special data, full set of MC samples,
conservative estimate for a total data volume: 0.5PB

●

Final versions of full 1996-2007 data ready by summer 2012
○ Data organised in a dedicated, dCache based DPHEP storage at DESY
○ Two copies of RAW data on diﬀerent tape media. Additional copy of data at MPP

●

H1 core software written in FORTRAN 77, ﬁrst developed in 1988, highly modular, BOS/FPACK
○ Series of machine independent packages: reconstruction, simulation (based on GEANT3), visualisation..
○

●

External dependencies: CERNLIB, GEANT3, GKS, oracle-instant

H1OO analysis framework written in C++98, and until recently based on ROOT 5.34
○
○

About 50 packages and 600 classes; analysis environment and data formats for analysis
External dependencies: ROOT, fastjet, neurobayes-expert
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Preserved Operational Mode: 2012-2020
●
●
●

Signiﬁcant “level 1” eﬀort made on documentation
New collaboration model: H1 Physics Board
H1 physics publications continued
○
○

●

28% of 233 papers after data taking ended
66 after 2007, including 18 after 2012

Main OS used in 2012: 32-bit Scientiﬁc Linux (DESY) 5, based on RHEL5 (EoL: March 2017)

Migration to 64-bit SLD5 from 2012, careful work requiring detailed validation (sp-system, Vitaliy)
○

●

From 2012:
preserved
operational
mode

Level 4 preservation model includes recompilation of software and migration to newer OS
○

●

2007: end of
data taking

Successful move to 64-bit SLD6 (EoL: Nov 2020) and later CentOS7 made possible due to this eﬀort

Software remained static during this period
○
○

H1OO eﬀectively frozen at ROOT 5.34
External dependencies reliant on H1 action
(and experts) for updates
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Modernisation of the H1 software
●

2020: Successful migration to Centos7, but a few shortcomings now evident in the H1 software
○
○
○
○

●

Restructuring the software: Introduction of dependence on the LCG package repository
○
○

●

The programming languages (C++98) and standards are unattractive for new (young) people to learn
Outdated dependencies, such as ROOT 5, complicate the usage of modern data analysis techniques
New dependencies may be incompatible, diﬀerent compilers standards or generator formats
Modern tools cannot or have not in general been introduced

Previously no externally maintained package
repository: packages provided manually
Two eﬀects: reduction of H1 maintenance and
bring in newer versions of existing software
dependencies, new compilers (huge jump in
GNU Compiler collection 4.85 to 9.2.0)

Core (f77) software re-compiled without problems
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Modernisation of the H1 software (continued)
●

H1OO analysis framework updated to ROOT 6 and C++17; CLING replaces CINT
○
○
○

●

Complete release of all H1 software on /afs and /nfs at DESY, soon to be distributed on /cvmfs
○
○

●

H1 used CMZ and CVS, did not get to SVN

Build instructions for entire H1 s/w stack available
○

●

H1 core packages were previously bound to the DESY–IT infrastructure and could not be relocated
H1 s/w now runs without problems e.g on CentOS7 lxplus at CERN

All code repositories migrated to git
○

●

Original production of data and MC ﬁles remain compatible
New C++ standard allowed s/w improvements, for example range-based for loops in H1Arrays
Another beneﬁt of ROOT 6 is PyROOT: Fully pythonic analysis of H1 data now possible, incl. interactive

Less reliance on former knowledge of structure
or historic development of the H1 software

Bonus: SLD5, SLD6 container builds using
Singularity as retrospective “level 3” preservation
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Summary

●

H1 has unique data and continues to produce physics publications, long after data taking ended

●

A recent software modernisation program has been performed to allow this to continue using
modern analysis tools, recent programming languages and on state-of-the-art platforms
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